The proprioceptive activation of stretch tension in pretibial flexor muscles induced by stimulation of antagonistic muscle afferents.
1. The effect of tetanic stimulation of ipsilateral group I afferents from the GS muscle on a synchronous stretch of the flexor EDL/TA muscles has been investigated in precollicular decerebrate cats. 2. The stretch-induced tension of the EDL/TA muscles increases remarkably during simultaneous stimulation of the GS nerve with maximal intensities corresponding to 1.5 times the threshold for the group 1 afferents. This increas appears above all in the dynamic part of stretch. 3. Under our experimental conditions there is no activation fo flexor-alpha-motoneurones during tetanic stimulation of the GS afferents without muscle stretch, as measured by the resting tension of the EDL/TA muscles. 4. Desptie an increase in the stretch-induced tension during fusimotor stimulation of antagonistic group I afferents, a transmission loss in the excitation via the psi-loop to the flexor-alpha-motoneurones occurs. This could be demonstrated by the ratio: increase in the tension T /increase in the number of Ia spikes. This is explained by snychronous convergence of the discharges of Ia inhibitory interneurones to the flexor-alpha-motoneurones. 5. The system studied demonstrates an input-output relation of the stretch reflex during conditions in which both reciprocal inhibition and autogenetic excitation via the psi-loop occur. It appears however, that the reciprocal inhibition is partly overwhelmed by the autogenetic excitation which results from the increase in the Ia discharge rate during fusimotor reflex. 6. It is postulated that static rather than dynamic psi-moto-neurones are involved in the investigated reflex arc.